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LVHN Wins Vizient Quality Award
It recognizes superior quality and safety performance.
Video Visits: At Your Convenience
Learn how they’re covered under the LVHN Health Plan.
Save on LVHN Via Marathon Registration
Act now to get free or discounted registration.
Wanted Man Seen at LVHN Again
Contact security or the police if you see this man.
Open Mike: A Willingness to Try to Grow a Beard
Dr. Rossi discusses the importance of trying something new.
Colleagues Recognized at Nightingale Awards
Three LVHN nurses were honored for their dedication.
Kim Jordan’s 2017 Wrap-up
She also shares our 2018 to-do list.
Holiday Fun Around LVHN–Photos
See colleagues celebrate the season.
Plan Ahead and Stay Healthy
on Your Next Trip

Celebrating You on Social Media–Video
“Seasons of Thanks” videos recognize colleagues.
Gifts for our Youngest Patients
Generosity benefits Lehigh Valley Children’s Hospital.
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“Pathway to Santa”
Celebrates Holidays and
Health at Muhlenberg

Spirit-free Mix-Off
Annual event provides recipes for alcohol-free mocktails.
CECE Children Sing Holiday Songs–Video
Watch them perform Holly Jolly Christmas.

Pregnancy: 10 Tips for
Mindful Eating to Keep the
Holidays Healthy

Information on LVHN Weekly is for LVHN colleagues only and cannot be accessed on smartphones or
computers outside of LVHN's network.
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LVHN Receives Birnbaum Quality Leadership Performance Award from
Vizient
BY BRIAN DOWNS · DECEMBER 21, 2017

LVHN announced that the health network is a winner of the 2017 Vizient Bernard A. Birnbaum, MD,
Quality Leadership Award. The award recognizes LVHN for demonstrating superior quality and safety
performance as measured by the Vizient Quality and Accountability Study, which has been conducted
annually since 2005. The award was presented during the 2017 Vizient Clinical Connections Summit
held in Denver.
This year, 107 academic medical centers were included in the Vizient Quality and Accountability Study.
The study measured performance based on the Institute of Medicine’s six domains of care: safety,
timeliness, effectiveness, efficiency, equity and patient centeredness. The composite scoring system
uses patient-level performance data from a variety of sources, including the Vizient Clinical Data Base,
the Vizient Core Measures Data Base, the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and
Systems (HCAHPS) survey, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Healthcare
Safety Network. LVHN benchmarked eighth for quality and patient safety among the 107 academic
medical centers, finishing in the top 10 along with organizations like Mayo Clinic, NYU Langone Health,
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New York, and Rush University Medical Center, Chicago.
“Lehigh Valley Health Network colleagues strive to keep our patients at the center of everything we do,”
said Matthew McCambridge, MD, LVHN’s Chief Quality Officer. “This remarkable achievement is
reflective of the high quality and safe patient care we provide to our community. Together with our
community we hope to raise the bar even higher in the future.”
The Vizient Quality and Accountability Study helps academic medical centers identify structures and
processes associated with high performance in quality and safety across a broad spectrum of patient
care activity.
“Leading hospitals today are leveraging advanced analytics and innovative technology to most efficiently
provide superior patient experiences and clinical outcomes while managing costs,” said Byron Jobe,
president and chief administrative officer for Vizient. “By winning this award, Lehigh Valley Health
Network exemplifies a leadership style that is focused on results and a culture of collaboration
and adaptability that is necessary to succeed during this time of uncertainty and change in the health
care industry. We congratulate them on their achievement.”
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Video Visits: At Your Convenience
BY JENN FISHER · DECEMBER 21, 2017

Through ExpressCARE and 888-402-LVHN, Lehigh
Valley Health Network makes it easy to get care in
person – but it’s even easier to seek care for minor
illnesses through an LVHN Video Visit. Already more
than 100 people have received convenient care through
a video visit. With a video visit, you receive medical
assessment from an LVHN provider through your smart
device for minor illnesses and health concerns such as
redeye (pinkeye), cough/cold, lower back pain, urinary
problems, ear pain, rash/skin problems or seasonal
allergies. Note: A video visit is not intended for an
emergency. In that case, please call 911.
Video visits cost $49, however if you are covered by
the LVHN Health Plan, you won’t pay more than you
would for a visit with your primary care provider, with the added benefit of convenient
scheduling and no travel.
LVHN Health Plan + LVHN Video Visit = Benefits to you
Schedule an LVHN Video Visit through your personal MyLVHN account. Appointments are available
any day of the week, night or day.
No payment is required at time of service. LVHN will send a claim for your LVHN Video Visit directly
to Populytics.
If a copay is due or your deductible has not been met for the year, you will receive a bill from LVHN
after Populytics processes your claim.
Your medical information is updated in your Epic electronic medical record.
How to schedule an LVHN Video Visit
You may schedule your LVHN Video Visit through your MyLVHN account, accessed either through the
MyLVHN app for mobile devices or through MyLVHN.org. Follow instructions on this page.
Tips to keep in mind
To ensure the greatest convenience and maximum coverage under your LVHN Health Plan, only
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schedule an LVHN Video Visit through your MyLVHN account, not another video health service.
Video visits can be conducted while you are at home, at work or wherever you are when care is
needed, as long as you are in Pennsylvania at the time of service.
If you have a Flexible Spending Account (FSA), be sure to use those dollars for any copay, coinsurance or deductible expenses.
Instead of incurring an expensive emergency room co-pay for a minor illness or concern (your
LVHN Health Plan copay is $300 for non-emergency care in an emergency room), schedule an
LVHN Video Visit. Video Visits are available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
For more information about LVHN Video Visits, stop by LVHN.org/videovisits.
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Lehigh Valley Health Network Via Marathon Registration; Act Now and
Save
BY ADMIN · DECEMBER 21, 2017

Sign up now for the marathon, half-marathon or team
relay on Sept. 9, or the Via Family Fun Walk or 5K on
Sept. 8. The first 65 colleagues who register for the
marathon, team relay, half-marathon, walk or 5K will
receive free registration. The next 200 will receive a 15percent discount off the published rate. To receive your
registration discount, call 888-402-LVHN. One discount
per colleague.
For more information about the event, visit
viamarathon.org.
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Update: Wanted Man Seen at LVHN Again
BY ADMIN · DECEMBER 17, 2017

Despite everyone’s best efforts in rapidly identifying this individual, he continues to attempt to gain
access to LVHN areas. On Dec. 15, he was inside the hospital campus at LVH-Cedar Crest as well as
the 1250 building. Staff quickly identified him. When the suspect realized he was spotted, he ran out of
the building and fled in his vehicle. Despite attempts by security, clinical staff and police, he was not
apprehended.

Later that afternoon, he made his way to LVH-Pocono where he attempted to gain access to an offsite
practice as well as to several areas within the hospital. Despite being able to evade capture, your
vigilance in calling security may have prevented him from additional thefts.
Please examine the photos of the suspect on this page. If you see him on or near LVHN property,
please contact security immediately at 555 if on a hospital exchange or the local police for offsite
locations. If calling the police for the offsite locations, please make a follow-up call to our
communications center to alert our leadership team via 610-402-5555.
If you can identify the suspect please contact our communications center by calling 610-402-8220 and
ask to speak with an investigator immediately. Any questions can also be directed via email to Luis
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Puentes, Matthew Lesisko and Victor Markowitz. Please be sure to send to all three email addresses.
It is extremely important for all colleagues to store their personal items in a secure area at all times.
Please be vigilant of anyone you are not familiar with in your work area. If you suspect any suspicious
activity, please contact security immediately. LVHN public safety department is actively investigating this
case with local law enforcement agencies.
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Open Mike: A Willingness to Try… to Grow a Beard
BY MIKE ROSSI · DECEMBER 20, 2017

Forgive me, but this month it took a little longer to find an outlet to plug the microphone in. Each holiday
seems to produce more things that require a charge, connection or source of electricity to work.
While searching for an open outlet, I paused to reflect on what I had not plugged in lately and why. As a
result of a recent bet, I intentionally didn’t plug in my razor and attempted to grow a beard.
I approached my new venture with a willingness to try a “new look.” Everyone busily moves about their
day, so I never thought people would notice the few extra sprigs of facial hair slowly growing on my chin,
which to my chagrin had far more grey than I would have ever imagined. As it turns out, I was wrong.
It only took a few days before second glances and awkward questions from colleagues started
happening. Many people provided humorous jabs like, “You look a bit scruffy” or “Growing a playoff
beard early?” Others had more of a concerned tone. My personal favorite was, “Are you feeling OK?”
People took notice that my usual presentation had changed. They felt compelled at times to verbally
comment, as if I wasn’t aware of the patches of hair growing on my face.
It began to seep in that this beard-growing adventure was teaching me more than that I can just win a
humorous little bet. My willingness to try something new was impacting people’s perception of me. If I
was willing to take a risk and try something new with confidence and a bit of humor, others could travel
down this path as well. Being receptive to change opened the door to new experiences and interactions.
How often do you try something new? Many of us are creatures of habit. We like eating the same foods,
performing familiar routines, and going about our day without moving out of our comfort zone.
As we continue our LVPG service excellence journey as one of the nation’s premier medical groups,
people will start to notice…just like the beard. It shows we care.
Herb Brooks, the head coach of the gold medal-winning U.S. Olympic Hockey Team at Lake Placid,
said, “Great moments are born from great opportunity.” Don’t let fear be the barrier to personal growth,
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development and learning. Education is one of the most important contributors to improving health,
happiness and well-being. It is one of the best gifts we can give ourselves.
Although the beard did not last, the willingness to try new things has.
Wishing you a safe, happy and healthy holiday season.
Mike
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LVHN Colleagues Recognized at Annual Nightingale Awards
BY SHEILA CABALLERO · DECEMBER 19, 2017

Three LVHN nurses were honored for their dedication and commitment to professional nursing during
the 28th annual Nightingale Awards of Pennsylvania gala held in early November.

Over the years, 170 practicing nurses in Pennsylvania have been recognized in 10 categories for their
extraordinary contributions to patients and the nursing profession. In 2017, Hope Johnson, DNP, RN was
recognized as a Nightingale finalist, and Mandy Hendricks, MSN, RN and Greggory Addvensky, RN
each received a Nightingale Award in two separate categories. Read more about their contributions to
nursing below.
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Gregory Addvensky, BSN, RN, CEN

Emergency department, LVH–Muhlenberg
Recipient, 2017 Nightingale Patient Choice Award
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Addvensky is the recipient of the 2017 Nightingale Patient Choice Award for his leadership role in saving
a man’s life. He was on duty in the emergency department when a 54-year-old husband and father went
into cardiac arrest. As part of the Code Blue team, Addvensky worked feverishly alongside other
colleagues to save the man’s life. Addvensky led the team’s resuscitation efforts, which included several
unsuccessful attempts at defibrillation. After 22-minutes into the code, Addvensky called on his prior
background as a paramedic to suggest the use of an alternative medication to revive and restore the
man’s heart rhythm. One minute after administering the therapy the man’s heart starting beating again.
Addvensky is a former U.S. Marine who embodies the mantra “No man left behind.” Each year on the
anniversary of the man’s “code blue,” Addvensky receives an email from the patient thanking him for his
heroic efforts and for saving his life.
“I’m as grateful to my patient as he is to me. He reminded me why I do this every day for a living. He
reinforced my journey and true calling as a nurse.”

Hope Johnson, DNP, MBA, RN, CNOR, NEA-BC

Director, Perioperative Services
Finalist, 2017 Doctorate of Nursing Practice
Johnson was among six finalists for the 2017 Nightingale Nursing Practice Award. Johnson is a doctoral
prepared operating room (OR) nurse with both managerial and leadership responsibilities. She oversees
300 colleagues, 24 ORs, 52 perianesthesia bays, 6 endoscopy procedure rooms, and a sterile
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processing department that is responsible for cleaning, decontamination, disinfection, and sterilization of
surgical instruments and medical devices. She also played a key role in the renovation/construction of
our new sterile processing department and hybrid OR. Johnson has led quality initiatives to standardize
sterile practices across the health network. She ensures colleagues have the skills, training and
education they need to maximize patient safety.
While earning her Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP)/MBA at DeSales University, Johnson initiated a
research project that compared the cost and quality results for total knee replacement at two LVHN
hospitals. The results are helping to standardize OR practices by decreasing waste and improving
efficiencies for better care at a better cost.    

Mandy Hendricks, MSN, RN, AOCNS

Quality Specialist, Cancer Services
Recipient, Advanced Practice Nurse
Hendricks is the recipient of the 2017 Nightingale Advanced Practice Nurse Award. In her role as a
clinical trials nurse she managed newly developed immunotherapy protocols. During her tenure at LVHN
she developed a formal education program for nurses, fellows and pharmacists that has been integrated
into LVHN’s standard of care. The program outlines the differences between chemotherapy and
immunotherapy as they relate to disease processes, side effects and toxicity management. She
developed EMR tools that trigger providers to assess potential immunotherapy toxicity during each
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patient encounter. A 23-page Immunotherapy Guide she developed for patients has been recognized as
a best practice by a national oncology organization. She developed educational and training programs,
and spearheaded work groups from each clinical area to develop education workflow, documentation
and templates that guide the nursing team to provide comprehensive education related to disease,
treatment, symptom management, support resources and wellness strategies. Her LVHN peers
recognized her as a clinical expert and sought her out for clinical guidance, patient assessment and
symptom management.

About the Nightingale Awards of Pennsylvania
Nightingale Awards of Pennsylvania is a statewide, nonprofit foundation created to help recruit and
retain nursing professionals. A 24-member volunteer Board of Trustees is comprised of leaders in
nursing, business, industry and health care. In its 28-year history, 170 practicing nurses have been
recognized with a Nightingale Award and 197 have received nursing education scholarships. To be
eligible, nurses must embody the essential qualities of nursing – compassionate care, clinical expertise,
education and leadership – and practice in Pennsylvania.
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2017 Wrap Up: Our To-Do List for 2018
BY KIM JORDAN, DNP, RN · DECEMBER 22, 2017

Approaching the end of a calendar year is always an
opportunity to weigh what is working, assess where
improvements can be made and make plans for the
coming year. This process can certainly apply to making
plans for our personal lives, but it is especially important
in our work lives.
For me, this weekly blog has offered a way to reach
patient care services colleagues with important
information, primarily about staff hiring concerns. But we
have touched on a number of topics that were equally,
and sometimes even more, important:
Kindness must rule
No one is perfect, and people sometimes “lose it” in
times of stress. But when that behavior is chronic and relentless, then that behavior is called bullying.
There is no place for bullying in health care and absolutely no place for it in patient care services, or at
LVHN.
The countermeasure for bullying is kindness. Kindness takes effort – it isn’t a sign of weakness.
Kindness evokes strength. It builds trust. It is the foundation for everything we say we want here: a
strong work family; people who have our best interests at heart; colleagues who respect and care for us.
As kindness spreads, it creates a wave of support across the care team. You are “all for one,” and are
there for each other. Patient care is strengthened by kindness.
Share positive light
Your knowledge and skills are a source of light and enlightenment to patients. They see you as their
lifeline, their source of knowledge and the pathway to better health. Your light is powerful! I have often
said that while I believe a health care career is challenging, I truly believe it’s the most rewarding
profession one can choose. When you share your light, you see acknowledgement and thankfulness in
your patients’ eyes and in their family members’ eyes, and to me, nothing is more rewarding than that.
Our 2018 To-Do List
We have a combined to-do list for the coming year:
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Support each other – If I could ask one thing of each of you it is this: support each other. Speak
kindly. Correct with gentleness. Your trust and respect for each other make ALL THE DIFFERENCE
in how day-to-day dynamics play out.
Staff retention – Our hiring efforts rely on keeping current patient care staff here. Continue to make
LVHN the place everyone wants to work – the place where kindness outshines bullying, and where
colleagues treat each other as colleagues.
Staff recruiting – With our partners in HR, we will continue to recruit staff. Help us by sharing
patient care job postings on LinkedIn as well as among friends who are nurses. Speak well of LVHN
and remind them of why you are proud to work here.
Join staff retention committee – This team of your colleagues has devoted nearly six months
toward identifying ways to help retain staff. We would love additional members on these committees
to help implement their plans. Consider this your personal invitation to join the team. First, speak
with your director, then send me an email: Marie.Jordan@lvhn.org. Meetings resume in January.
Enjoy your holidays
I thank you for another year of exceptional patient care. I also wish you a happy holiday season, no
matter how or where you celebrate, or with whom.
As we transition into the new year, we will shift this blog to an every-other-week publication. We will
continue to keep you updated about staffing and retention, and I encourage you to share your thoughts
with me by email (Marie.Jordan@lvhn.org). Together, we can achieve our goals of a professional and
caring work environment.
My thanks for your loyal readership, I wish you and yours a Happy New Year,
Kim
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Holiday Fun Around LVHN – PHOTOS
BY EMILY SHIFFER · DECEMBER 18, 2017

Throughout the health network, colleagues are spreading holiday cheer and celebrating the
season. Some are wearing holiday sweaters, while others are having holiday parties. See photos of
colleagues celebrating. Then, share a photo here and look for your picture on LVHN Daily.

christmas1
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HIM department, collecting donations for the CWM baby store during there Holiday celebration.
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We’re Celebrating You on Social Media and Our Community is Too –
VIDEO
BY SHEILA CABALLERO · DECEMBER 20, 2017

We’re so grateful to our nearly 18,000 colleagues who heal, comfort and care. Now our community is
weighing in with words of thanks too. During this season of thanks, we’re recognizing colleagues for all
they do in a series of videos on social media. Community members are taking note and leaving their
own messages of gratitude.
Take a moment to watch one of our Season of Thanks videos featuring voiceovers from both colleagues
and patients – and feel free to leave your own message of thanks in the comments below. Then
throughout January, look for your friends, colleagues and other familiar faces in the video series posted
on LVHN’s social media channels including Facebook and Instagram. NOTE: You must use your
personal smartphone or computer to visit LVHN’s Facebook page because social media sites are not
accessible from LVHN computers.
Here’s a sample of what people are saying during our Season of Thanks.
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Community Members Brighten the Holidays for our Youngest PatientsPhotos
BY RICK MARTUSCELLI · DECEMBER 22, 2017

Being in the hospital during the holiday season is difficult for all people. It’s especially hard for children
because they miss out on the fun, festivities and gift-giving of the holidays. Thanks to the generosity of
several community organization and individuals, kids receiving care in Lehigh Valley Children’s Hospital
will have gifts to open. LVHN thanks these people for helping to lift the spirits of our youngest patients.   

The Holiday Gift Shop event spread holiday cheer at LVH-Cedar Crest on Friday, Dec. 22. Organized by
the Child Life Team, the events gives parents and caregivers of patients currently admitted in Lehigh
Valley Children’s Hospital a place to “shop” for gifts for their children. Every year, the LVHN community
comes together to donate tons of new unopened toys. Last year more than 450 toys were given away.
Colleagues served as:
Personal shoppers to help parents and caregivers select gifts for their children
Wrappers to assist the families in wrapping gifts
Couriers to help assist families with getting their gifts back to their room or car
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The family of Jillian “Sassy” Massey, who recently passed away after fighting brain cancer, watched her
dream become a reality. Jillian’s goal was to collect 10,000 toys for sick children throughout our region.
When all was said and done, more than 20,000 toys were collected. Some of those toys were donated
to patients at Lehigh Valley Children’s Hospital.   
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Community Members Brighten the Holidays for our Youngest Patients-Photos – LVHNDaily

A generous donation from the Whitehall Police Department’s Wings 2 Peace Fund supports our pediatric
hospice patients.

Members of the Lehigh Valley Buffalo Soldiers Motorcycle club visited LVH–Cedar Crest to donate toys
collected in conjunction with the Rosemont Fire Company in Bethlehem.
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DUI/Highway Safety Task Force Spirit-free Mix-off
BY EMILY SHIFFER · DECEMBER 18, 2017

We all enjoy good company and a good party, especially
during the holidays. But it’s also important to be
responsible while you’re enjoying the seasonal
festivities. That was the theme behind the 17th annual
Lehigh Valley DUI/Highway Safety Task Force Spirit-free
Mix-off held at LVH–Cedar Crest on Dec. 14. Local
media personalities served four non-alcoholic specialty
drinks that could be offered to party guests so everyone
can enjoy a holiday-inspired beverage.
Spirited vote for spirit-free drinks
Colleagues, visitors and patients sampled each of the
alcohol-free mocktails served by media teams from
WFMZ-TV and local radio stations, B-104, CAT Country
and WLEV. After staff, visitors and patients voted for their favorites, a narrow victory went to a warm and
tasty Christmas Cocoa served by Melanie Falcon and Jim Vaughn from WFMZ-TV. The Task Force will
donate $250 to the charity selected by the winners, The March of Dimes.
Safety first and always
While the tasting and voting took place, Capt. Richard D’Ambrosio, Commanding Officer of
Pennsylvania State Police Troop M, Bethlehem, shared a clear message about driving under the
influence. “Please choose safety and responsibility over drinking and driving during the holidays,”
D’Ambrosio said. “One way to help avoid turning a celebration into a tragedy is to serve a spirit-free
drink to your family and friends who are the designated drivers.”
Ready to enjoy a spirit-free mocktail and share it with your guests? Mix these spirit-free drink ingredients
to your taste:
Christmas Cocoa
Hot chocolate
Milk
Chocolate chips
Hazelnut syrup
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DUI/Highway Safety Task Force Spirit-free Mix-off – LVHNDaily

Crazy Elf Cosmo
Cranberry juice
Apple cider
Ginger ale
Garnish with cranberries and orange slices.
Snowflake Flurry
Coffee
Whipped cream
Vanilla extract
Sprinkle with powdered sugar.
Rudolph’s Raspberry Surprise
Raspberry sherbet
Orange juice
Half and half
Lemon lime soda
Garnish with raspberries.
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Watch CECE Center Children Sing Holiday Songs – VIDEO
BY EMILY SHIFFER · DECEMBER 18, 2017

Holiday cheer was spread to colleagues by 24 of the preschool and pre-kindergarten children (ages 3, 4
and 5) of LVHN’s CECE Center when they performed at LVH-Cedar Crest’s holiday celebration. The
children sang classics, including:
Let It Snow
Holly Jolly Christmas
Decks The Halls
Jingle Bell Rock
Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer
8 Little Candles
We Wish You A Merry Christmas
Listen to their performance of Holly Jolly Christmas above.
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